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In this investigation, we examine how the precision of energy spectra and scattering phase
shifts, extracted in lattice QCD, depend upon the degree of distillation type smearing [1]. We use
the variational method to extract energy spectra for the isospin-1, JPC = 1−− channel and use the
Lüscher method to compute scattering amplitudes, relevant for the ρ resonance, in pipi elastic
scattering. Optimised interpolating operators for a single ground state pion are constructed and
these are used to construct two pion operators. Calculations are performed on an anisotropic
lattice with a pion mass of mpi = 236MeV. We provide a comprehensive comparison of energy
spectra and scattering phase shifts across distillation spaces of varying rank.
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1. Introduction
The method for calculating infinite volume scattering amplitudes from finite volume energy
spectra has been known since Lüscher pioneered the formalism in the mid 80’s [2, 3] but it has not
been feasible to apply in practice until recently. To calculate scattering amplitudes precisely, one
must extract energy spectra reliably. Above or close to threshold, we must include relevant multi-
hadron operators, as demonstrated in figure 6 of [4]. In general, such operators will give rise to
Wick contractions with quark annihilations, thus requiring all-to-all propagators in the evaluation
of the correlation function. Computing these all-to-all propagators is prohibitively expensive and
we use the method of distillation to tackle this issue [1]. This method projects quark fields into
a subspace, “distillation space”, of low energy modes and for a sufficiently low rank subspace,
computation of all-to-all propagators in this space is made possible.
One motivation behind this study is to perform precision calculations for small pion masses.
Lattice calculations of energy spectra and scattering phase shifts towards the physical pion mass
have historically been a challenge. Undesirable finite volume effects become large, for example
exp(−mpiLs) where mpi is the pion mass and Ls is the lattice spatial extent. By moving to larger
spatial volumes, these effects can be put back at the sub-percent level. However, the rank of the
distillation space needed to maintain a comparable low energy projection scales approximately
linearly with spatial volume [1] and the computation including all-to-all propagators once again
becomes prohibitively expensive. In this study, we look in more detail at how precision calculations
depend on the size of the distillation space.
The ρ resonance is reliably extracted and well understood on the lattice and makes for a good
testing ground [4]. The following investigation compares energy spectra and scattering phase shifts
extracted for pipi elastic scattering on a single volume with different rank distillation spaces. We
demonstrate, depending on the quantities to be computed, the capability a small rank distillation
space has on producing precision results.
2. Background
2.1 Distillation
The method of distillation [1] enables calculations with quark annihilations at both source
and sink by vastly reducing the size of the propagators. This is done through a projection of the
quark fields into a low energy subspace, distillation space. In distillation space, if the rank is small
enough, all the required contributions to the correlation function, including quark annihilations,
are computationally affordable and can be explicitly evaluated. Within this subspace, one can also
affordably project operators onto some definite momentum at source and sink.
Consider the Dirac propagator on a single time slice and single spinor degree of freedom. It
has dimension M = (Ls/as)3×Nc, where as is the spatial lattice spacing and Nc is the number of
colours. For a large spatial volume, e.g. 323 in this study, this M×M matrix is large, M ∼ 105, and
it is unfeasible to include all-to-all propagators.
Distillation is the procedure of projecting onto the lowest N eigenvectors ξ (k)x (t), ordered by
magnitude of eigenvalue, of the gauge covariant lattice Laplacian, −∇2xy(t). This has the effect
of smearing out high energy quark and gauge field fluctuations. We write “distillation space of
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rank N” to refer to the number of eigenvectors used in the projection. We project the quark fields,
ψx→xyψy, where the projection operator, xy(t), at some fixed time t is1,
(t) =V (t)V †(t) =⇒xy(t) =
N
∑
k=1
ξ (k)x (t)ξ
(k)†
y (t) (2.1)
Previous calculations have set a bench mark for the number of vectors one should use on a given
volume; figure 9 reference [5]. Crucially, in all instances, rank N  M, and for example in this
study 32≤N ≤ 384. Projected propagators and operators [1] can be stored cheaply and for mesons
evaluating the correlation functions reduces to matrix products and traces in an N×N vector space.
2.2 Variational Method
Fermion bilinear operators that resemble a meson, q¯{Γ←→D ...←→D }q, can be constructed to trans-
form within some lattice irreducible representation, “irrep”, by appropriately coupling products of
Dirac γ matrices, Γ, with covariant derivatives,←→D [5]. We refer to these as q¯q type operators and
can project these onto some overall momentum [6]. For a basis of operators, {O(t)i}, transforming
within some lattice irrep, we construct the correlation matrix Ci j(t,0) = 〈O(t)iO†(0) j〉. The varia-
tional method [7,8] allows the extraction of the energies of the states in the theory. This is done by
solving the generalized eigenvalue problem,
C(t)vn(t) = λn(t, t0)C(t0)vn(t) (2.2)
where λn(t0, t0) = 1 and by construction vm†(t)C(t0)vn(t) = δmn. t0 is chosen appropriately, as
demonstrated in [9]. It can be shown that at large times the principal correlators, λn(t, t0), behave as
λn(t, t0) = e−En(t−t0)(1+O(e−|δE|(t−t0))) where En is the energy of state n and δE is the energy gap
to the nearest state to n. In our implementation, principal correlators are fitted to two exponentials,
the fit function being λn(t, t0) = (1−An)e−En(t−t0)+Ane−E ′n(t−t0), with En, E ′n and An fit parameters.
The second exponential accounts for the next to leading order term. For energies we extract, in
any irrep, to be a reliable determination of the actual energy eigenvalues, we must include enough
operators with different structures so as to disentangle the low lying eigenstates.
The eigenvector, vn(tZ), gives a set of coefficients for the optimal operator2, the optimal linear
combination of operators from {O(t)i}, O(t)opt,n = ∑i vn(tZ)iO(t)i, that interpolates the nth state
[10].
For scattering processes, it is essential to not only include operators that are q¯q type but also
operators resembling meson-meson when such meson-meson thresholds are close by or kinemati-
cally open.
In this study we include meson-meson pipi operators as well as q¯q operators, both with overall
momentum ~P. The pipi operators are built from the product of two pi operators, χ(~p,Λ),
pipi(~P,Λ) = ∑
~p1+~p2=~P
C(Λ,Λ1,Λ2;~P, ~p1, ~p2)χ(~p1,Λ1)χ(~p2,Λ2) (2.3)
1Subscripts x,y run over colour and spatial sites, i.e. from 1 to M.
2This tZ > t0 is some reference time slice on which we take coefficients [9].
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Here χ(~p,Λ) is the optimal operator for interpolating a ground state pion. The sum is over momenta
related by lattice rotations and is weighted by lattice Clebsch Gordan coefficients, C, that project
the two-meson state onto the correct irreducible representation Λ [10].
2.3 Lüscher’s method
Lüscher’s method [2, 3, 11–14] relates discrete finite volume energy levels to infinite volume
scattering amplitudes through a quantization condition. We can summarise the elastic scattering
quantization condition with the determinant equation,
det[1+ iρ (Ecm) · t(Ecm) · (1+ iM(q2))] = 0 (2.4)
where the matrices are in the space of partial waves l. t is the infinite volume scattering t-matrix,
related to the S-matrix via S = 1+2i
√
ρ · t ·√ρ , and is diagonal in partial wave for pipi scattering
with components t(l). ρ is a diagonal matrix with entries ρll′(Ecm) = 2kδll′/Ecm where k = |~k| is
the 3-momentum in the cm frame and Ecm is the energy in the cm frame. The matrix M(q2), with
q= kL/2pi , is off diagonal in l and encodes effects of a finite volume such as partial wave mixing.
It is a known function of spherical harmonics and generalised ζ -functions – see [15] equation (89).
3. Results
3.1 Spectra
Calculations were performed on∼ 480 gauge field configurations of volume (L/as)3×(T/at)=
323×256, with spatial lattice spacing as∼ 0.12 fm, temporal lattice spacing at = as/ξ with ξ ∼ 3.5
and a pion mass, mpi = 236 MeV, see [4] for details. We calculate the correlation function with q¯q
and pipi operators transforming in the allowed lattice irreps for isospin-1 and JPC = 1−−. Operators
are constructed according to reference [4] with the benefit of optimised operators demonstrated in
figure 2 of [10]. We average over two time sources and for N = 64, 96 analyse only [000]T−1 and
[~P]A1-type irreps. Table 1 gives the number of fermion bilinear operators and pipi operators used3.
We compare extracted spectra in figure 1 for the twelve different overall momenta and irreps,
[~P]Λ, for distillation spaces of rank N = 32,64,96,128 and 384. In the final comparisons, we varied
the bases of operators to ensure clean signals for the extracted spectra. We note, in particular, the
good agreement between all ranks at low momenta and great agreement across the irreps for rank
N = 128 and 384.
3.2 Phase Shifts
We fit the energy spectrum to the spectrum obtained from a relativistic Breit Wigner param-
eterisation of t(l), (equation (10) in [16]), as described by equation (8) of [16]. We consider here
only the lowest partial-wave, P-wave, as higher partial waves are suppressed, and examine the
phase shifts extracted across rank N = 32, 128 and 384 distillation spaces. Figure 2 shows the
extracted phase shifts.
We observe in figure 2 very little change in the phase shifts between N = 128 and 384 but a
noticeable difference when compared with N = 32. This is what we would anticipate by looking at
the differences in the energy spectra, at these ranks, in figure 1.
3Note that we do not include KK¯ and pipipipi like operators because we restrict our attention to the elastic pipi region.
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[000]T−1 [100]A1 [110]A1 [111]A1 [200]A1 [100]E2
pi001pi00−1 pi000pi100 pi000pi110 pi000pi111 pi000pi200 pi0−10pi110
pi011pi0−1−1 pi−100pi110 pi100pi010 pi100pi011 pi0−1−1pi111
pi111pi−1−1−1 pi00−1pi111 pi−111pi200
pi101pi01−1
ψ¯Γψ×26 ψ¯Γψ×18 ψ¯Γψ×27 ψ¯Γψ×21 ψ¯Γψ×18 ψ¯Γψ×29
[110]B1 [110]B2 [111]E2 [200]E2 [100]B1 [100]B2
pi010pi100 pi00−1pi111 pi100pi011 pi1−10pi110 pi0−10pi110 pi0−1−1pi111
pi01−1pi101 pi0−10pi110 pi−111pi200 pi1−1−1pi111
ψ¯Γψ×29 ψ¯Γψ×29 ψ¯Γψ×35 ψ¯Γψ×29 ψ¯Γψ×9 ψ¯Γψ×9
Table 1: Operators used for each momentum ~P and irrep Λ, labelled as [~P]Λ, in the variational
analysis. ψ¯Γψ ×N denotes the number, N, of fermion bilinear operators. pi~p1pi~p2 denotes a pipi
operator where the pi momenta ~p1 and ~p2 are summed over as in equation (2.3).
Figure 1: Energy levels (cm energies in lattice units) for various overall momenta ~P and irreps Λ,
for distillation spaces of various ranks, N. The grey horizontal line is the pipipipi threshold and green
line the KK¯ threshold. Since we do not include pipipipi or KK¯ like operators, spectra are reliable
only below these thresholds.
4. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the required number of distillation vectors depends on the quan-
tities of interest and for some quantities one can use fewer vectors and still perform precision
calculations. This suggests distillation is viable for near or at physical pion mass calculations.
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Figure 2: P-wave phase shifts as a function of cm energy for various rank distillation spaces. The
points show the phase shift at some extracted Ecm values. The coloured bands are phase shifts from
Breit Wigner parameterisations of t(l) as described in the text (mean and 1σ uncertainty on either
side).
Lattice simulations using a few distillation vectors give an idea of the number of vectors one
should use in production runs. We see this for rank N = 32,64 and 96 in figure 1. To obtain a good
level of precision for the higher momenta irreps or highly excited states, more vectors are needed,
but for the lower momenta irreps, these lower rank spaces are sufficient as demonstrated by the
good agreement of such energy spectra across these low rank spaces. Optimised operators aid in
eliminating unwanted excited state contamination at early times and improve the signal to noise
ratio for two-meson states.
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